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William Blake - William Blake 1995-02-15
The Bloomsbury Classic Series has established
itself as the preeminent hardcover poetry and
literary collection -- books to be cherished,
savored, and given on special occasions.To this
series we now add two works by Oscar Wilde to
herald the coming centennary of his death in
Paris, at the age of 46, in 1900. Oscar Wilde:
Selected Poems collects 33 of Wilde's finest
poems, many of which were first published in
1881 in a book called Poems. Also included is
The Ballad of Reading Jail, written after his
friendship with Alfred Douglas, and his
imprisonment in 1895 for homosexual offences.
Oscar Wilde: The Fisherman and His Soul and
Other Fairy Tales collects ten of Wilde's finest
fairy tales into one magical volume. Culled from
The Happy Prince and The House Of
Pomegranates, these stories were first read to
Wilde's sons and all are mesmerizing and heartbreaking to the end. True gems, these two Wilde
volumes now bring to 12 the number of
Bloomsbury Classics that St. Martin's has made
available for years to come.
Circe and the Cyclops - Homer 2015-03-19
'You must be Odysseus, man of twists and
turns...' The tales of Odysseus's struggle with a
man-eating Cyclops and Circe, the beautiful
enchantress who turns men into swine.
Introducing Little Black Classics: 80 books for
Penguin's 80th birthday. Little Black Classics
celebrate the huge range and diversity of
Penguin Classics, with books from around the
world and across many centuries. They take us
from a balloon ride over Victorian London to a
the-iliad-penguin-clothbound-classics

garden of blossom in Japan, from Tierra del
Fuego to 16th-century California and the
Russian steppe. Here are stories lyrical and
savage; poems epic and intimate; essays satirical
and inspirational; and ideas that have shaped
the lives of millions. Next to nothing is known
about Homer's life. His works available in
Penguin Classics are The Homeric Hymns, The
Iliad and The Odyssey.
The Complete Works of Homer - Homer 1935
Noonday - Pat Barker 2016-03-08
A new novel from the Booker Prize winning Pat
Barker, author of the Regeneration Trilogy, that
unforgettably portrays London during the Blitz
(her first portrayal of World War II) and
reconfirms her place in the very top rank of
British novelists. London, the Blitz, Autumn
1940. As the bombs fall on the blacked-out city,
ambulance driver Elinor Brooke races from
bomb sites to hospitals trying to save the lives of
injured survivors, working alongside former
friend Kit Neville, while her husband Paul
Tarrant works as an air-raide warden. Once
fellow students at the Slade School of Fine Art
before the First World War destroyed the hopes
of their generation, they now find themselves
caught in another war, this time at home. As the
bombing intensifies, the constant risk of death
makes all three reach out for quick consolation.
And into their midst comes the spirit medium
Bertha Mason, grotesque and unforgettable,
whose ability to make contact with the deceased
finds vastly increased demands as death rains
down from the skies. Old loves and obsessions
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resurface until Elinor is brought face to face
with an almost impossible choice. Completing
the story of Elinor Brooke, Paul Tarrant and Kit
Neville begun with Life Class and continued with
Toby's Room, Noonday is both a stand-alone
novel and the climax of a trilogy. Writing about
the Second World War for the first time, Pat
Barker brings the besieged and haunted city of
London into electrifying life in her most powerful
novel since the Regeneration trilogy.
The Odyssey - Homer 2020-09-04
The Odyssey is Homer's epic of Odysseus' 10year struggle to return home after the Trojan
War. While Odysseus battles mystical creatures
and faces the wrath of the gods, his wife
Penelope and his son Telemachus stave off
suitors vying for Penelope's hand and Ithaca's
throne long enough for Odysseus to return.
The Aeneid - Virgil 2021-11-30
From the award-winning translator of The Iliad
and The Odyssey comes a brilliant new
translation of Virgil's great epic Fleeing the
ashes of Troy, Aeneas, Achilles’ mighty foe in the
Iliad, begins an incredible journey to fulfill his
destiny as the founder of Rome. His voyage will
take him through stormy seas, entangle him in a
tragic love affair, and lure him into the world of
the dead itself--all the way tormented by the
vengeful Juno, Queen of the Gods. Ultimately, he
reaches the promised land of Italy where, after
bloody battles and with high hopes, he founds
what will become the Roman empire. An
unsparing portrait of a man caught between
love, duty, and fate, the Aeneid redefines
passion, nobility, and courage for our times.
Robert Fagles, whose acclaimed translations of
Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey were welcomed as
major publishing events, brings the Aeneid to a
new generation of readers, retaining all of the
gravitas and humanity of the original Latin as
well as its powerful blend of poetry and myth.
Featuring an illuminating introduction to Virgil’s
world by esteemed scholar Bernard Knox, this
volume lends a vibrant new voice to one of the
seminal literary achievements of the ancient
world.
The Turn of the Screw and Other Ghost
Stories - Henry James 2017-10-26
An unsettling new collection of Henry James's
best short stories exploring ghosts and the
uncanny 'There had been a moment when I
the-iliad-penguin-clothbound-classics

believed I recognised, faint and far, the cry of a
child; there had been another when I found
myself just consciously starting as at the
passage, before my door, of a light footstep' 'I
see ghosts everywhere', wrote Henry James, who
retained a fascination with the supernatural and
sensational throughout his writing career. This
new collection brings together eight of James's
tales exploring the uncanny, including his
infamous ghost story, 'The Turn of the Screw', a
work saturated with evil, in which a fraught
governess becomes convinced that malicious
spirits are menacing the children in her care.
The other masterly works here include 'The Jolly
Corner', 'Owen Wingrave' and further tales of
visitations, premonitions, madness, grief and
family secrets, where the living are just as
mysterious and unknowable as the dead. With an
introduction and notes by Susie Boyt General
Editor Philip Horne
Inferno: The Divine Comedy I - Dante
2006-03-30
Describing Dante's descent into Hell midway
through his life with Virgil as a guide, Inferno
depicts a cruel underworld in which desperate
figures are condemned to eternal damnation for
committing one or more of seven deadly sins. As
he descends through nine concentric circles of
increasingly agonising torture, Dante encounters
doomed souls including the pagan Aeneas, the
liar Odysseus, the suicide Cleopatra, and his own
political enemies, damned for their deceit. Led
by leering demons, the poet must ultimately
journey with Virgil to the deepest level of all. For
it is only by encountering Satan, in the heart of
Hell, that he can truly understand the tragedy of
sin.
Parks and Recreation: Leslie for Class President!
- Robb Pearlman 2021-06-29
Filled with fan-favorite characters and hilarious
references to the acclaimed TV show, this
storybook is an age-appropriate way for fans of
Parks and Recreation to share their love with the
whole family! Leslie Knope is running for class
president! She campaigns all around Pawnee
Elementary with her friends, Ann and Ben. In
order to win over voters, though, Leslie starts to
make some big promises . . . ones she's not sure
she can keep. Will Leslie be able to keep her
word and become the best president Pawnee
Elementary has ever seen? Filled with colorful,
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detailed illustrations and brimming with Easter
eggs and nods to iconic moments from the show,
this hilarious reimagining features a pint-sized
cast. The story will introduce Parks and
Recreation to a whole new generation and will
teach them the importance of staying true to
yourself. And waffles. Parks and Recreation ©
Universal Television LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Sonnets and a Lover's Complaint - William
Shakespeare 1907

the best books ever written.
Love and Freindship - Jane Austen 2014-09-25
Jane Austen's brilliant, hilarious - and often
outrageous - early stories, sketches and pieces of
nonsense, in a beautiful Penguin Classics
clothbound edition. Jane Austen's earliest
writing dates from when she was just eleven
years, and already shows the hallmarks of her
mature work: wit, acute insight into human folly,
and a preoccupation with manners, morals and
money. But they are also a product of the
eighteenth century she grew up in - dark,
grotesque, often surprisingly bawdy, and a far
cry from the polished, sparkling novels of
manners for which she became famous. Drunken
heroines, babies who bite off their mother's
fingers, and a letter-writer who has murdered
her whole family all feature in these very funny
pieces. This edition includes all of Austen's
juvenilia, including her 'History of England' written by 'a partial, prejudiced, and ignorant
Historian' - and the novella 'Lady Susan', in
which the anti-heroine schemes and cheats her
way through high society. Taken together, they
offer a fascinating - and often surprising - insight
into the early Austen. This major new edition is
the first time Austen's juvenilia has appeared in
Penguin Classics. Edited by Christine Alexander,
it includes an introduction, notes and other
useful editorial materials. Jane Austen was born
on 16 December 1775 at Steventon, near
Basingstoke, the seventh child of the rector of
the parish. In her youth she wrote many
burlesques, parodies and other stories, including
a short epistolary novel, Lady Susan. On her
father's retirement in 1801, the family moved to
Bath, and subsequently to Chawton in
Hampshire. The novels published in Austen's
lifetime include Sense and
Sensibility(1811),Pride and Prejudice (1813),
Mansfield Park (1814) and Emma (1816).
Persuasion was written in a race against failing
health in 1815-16, and was published, together
with Northanger Abbey, posthumously in 1818.
Austen died in Winchester on 18 July 1817.
Christine Alexander is Scientia Professor of
English at the University of New South Wales
and general editor of the Juvenilia Press. She
has published extensively on the Brontës and
has co-edited the first book on literary juvenilia,
The Child Writer from Austen to Woolf (2005).

A Christmas Carol and Other Christmas Writings
- Charles Dickens 2003-10-30
Penguin Classics e-books give you the best
possible editions of Charles Dickens's novels,
including all the original illustrations, useful and
informative introductions, the definitive,
accurate text as it was meant to be published, a
chronology of Dickens's life and notes that fill in
the background to the book. Dickens's story of
solitary miser Ebenezer Scrooge, who is taught
the true meaning of Christmas by a series of
ghostly visitors, has proved one of his most wellloved works. Ever since it was published in 1843
it has had an enduring influence on the way we
think about the traditions of Christmas.
Dickens's other Christmas writings collected
here include 'The Story of the Goblins who Stole
a Sexton', the short story from The Pickwick
Papers on which A Christmas Carol was based;
The Haunted Man, a tale of a man tormented by
painful memories; along with shorter pieces,
some drawn from the 'Christmas Stories' that
Dickens wrote annually for his weekly journals.
In all of them Dickens celebrates the season as
one of geniality, charity and remembrance.
The Penguin Classics Book - Henry Eliot
2019-02-21
Penguin Classics is the largest and best-known
classics imprint in the world. From The Epic of
Gilgamesh to the poetry of the First World War,
and covering all the greatest works of fiction,
poetry, drama, history and philosophy in
between, this reader's companion encompasses
500 authors, 1,200 books and 4,000 years of
world literature. Stuffed full of stories, author
biographies, book summaries and
recommendations, and illustrated with
thousands of historic Penguin Classic covers,
this is an exhilarating and comprehensive guide
for anyone who wants to explore and discover
the-iliad-penguin-clothbound-classics
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'Spirited, easy, full of fun verging with freedom
upon sheer nonsense...At fifteen she had few
illusions about other people and none about
herself' - Virginia Woolf' [Her] inspiration was
the inspiration of Gargantua and of Pickwick; it
was the gigantic inspiration of laughter' - G. K.
Chesterton
Homer's the Iliad and the Odyssey - Alberto
Manguel 2009-03
Examines the origins of "The Iliad" and "The
Odyssey," the colorful characters and events
chronicling the Trojan War and its aftermath,
and the legacy of the works for Western culture.
The Iliad - Homer 2011-10-11
TOLSTOY CALLED THE ILIAD A miracle; Goethe
said that it always thrust him into a state of
astonishment. Homer’s story is thrilling, and his
Greek is perhaps the most beautiful poetry ever
sung or written. But until now, even the best
English translations haven’t been able to recreate the energy and simplicity, the speed,
grace, and pulsing rhythm of the original. In
Stephen Mitchell’s Iliad, the epic story resounds
again across 2,700 years, as if the lifeblood of its
heroes Achilles and Patroclus, Hector and Priam
flows in every word. And we are there with
them, amid the horror and ecstasy of war,
carried along by a poetry that lifts even the most
devastating human events into the realm of the
beautiful. Mitchell’s Iliad is the first translation
based on the work of the preeminent Homeric
scholar Martin L. West, whose edition of the
original Greek identifies many passages that
were added after the Iliad was first written
down, to the detriment of the music and the
story. Omitting these hundreds of interpolated
lines restores a dramatically sharper, leaner
text. In addition, Mitchell’s illuminating
introduction opens the epic still further to our
understanding and appreciation. Now, thanks to
Stephen Mitchell’s scholarship and the power of
his language, the Iliad’s ancient story comes to
moving, vivid new life.
The Epic of Kings, Hero Tales of Ancient
Persia - Firdausi 2021-11-16
The Epic of Kings, Hero Tales of Ancient Persia
Firdausi - The Epic of Kings, Hero Tales of
Ancient Persia (The Shahnameh) is an epic poem
by the Persian poet Firdausi, written between
966 and 1010 AD. Telling the past of the Persian
empire, using a mix of the mythical and
the-iliad-penguin-clothbound-classics

historical, it is regarded as a literary
masterpiece. Not only important to the Persian
culture, it is also important to modern day
followers of the Zoroastrianism religion. It is
said that the poem was Firdausi's efforts to
preserve the memory of Persia's golden days,
following the fall of the Sassanid empire. The
poem contains, among others, mentions of the
romance of Zal and Rudba, Alexander the Great,
the wars with Afrsyb, and the romance of Bijan
and Manijeh.
The Great Gatsby - F. Scott Fitzgerald
2021-12-14
A collectible hardcover edition of one of the
great American novels—and one of America's
most popular—featuring an introduction by Min
Jin Lee, the New York Times bestselling author
of Pachinko A Penguin Vitae Edition Young,
handsome, and fabulously rich, Jay Gatsby seems
to have everything. But at his mansion east of
New York City, in West Egg, Long Island, where
the party seems never to end, he's often alone in
the glittering Jazz Age crowd, watching and
waiting, as speculation swirls around him—that
he's a bootlegger, that he was a German spy
during the war, that he even killed a man. As
writer Nick Carraway is drawn into this
decadent orbit, he begins to see beneath the
shimmering surface of the enigmatic Gatsby, for
whom one thing will always be out of reach:
Nick's cousin, the married Daisy Buchanan,
whose house is visible from Gatsby's just across
the bay. A brilliant evocation of the Roaring
Twenties and a satire of a postwar America
obsessed with wealth and status, The Great
Gatsby is a novel whose power remains
undiminished after a century. This edition, based
on scholarship dating back to the novel's first
publication in 1925, restores Fitzgerald's
masterpiece to the original American classic he
envisioned, and features an introduction
addressing how gender, race, class, and
sexuality complicate the pursuit of the American
Dream. Penguin Vitae—loosely translated as
"Penguin of one's life"—is a deluxe hardcover
series from Penguin Classics celebrating a
dynamic and diverse landscape of classic fiction
and nonfiction from seventy-five years of classics
publishing. Penguin Vitae provides readers with
beautifully designed classics that have shaped
the course of their lives, and welcomes new
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readers to discover these literary gifts of
personal inspiration, intellectual engagement,
and creative originality.
Aeneid - Virgil 1890

tales of adventure, love, riches and wonder tales of mystical lands peopled with princes and
hunchbacks, the Angel of Death and magical
spirits, tales of the voyages of Sindbad, of Ali
Baba's outwitting a band of forty thieves and of
jinnis trapped in rings and in lamps. The
sequence of stories will last 1,001 nights.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and
Through the Looking-Glass - Lewis Carroll
2009-10
When Alice follows a strange rabbit down a
rabbit hole and passes through a looking glass,
she experiences curious sensations and
encounters the Mad Hatter, the fiendish Queen
of Hearts, and many other odd characters.
Poems - Wilfred Owen 2018-05-23
Reproduction of the original: Poems by Wilfred
Owen
Haiku - Peter Washington 2003-11-11
Simple yet capable of great complexity, the
haiku is a tightly structured verse form that has
a remarkable power to distill the essence of a
moment keenly perceived. For centuries
confined to a small literary elite in Japan, the
writing of haiku is now practiced all over the
world by those who are fascinated by its
combination of technical challenge, expressive
means, and extreme concentration. This
anthology brings together hundreds of haiku by
the Japanese masters–Basho, Issa, Buson,
Shiki–with superb examples from nineteenthand twentieth-century writers. The pioneering
translator R. H. Blyth believed that the spirit of
haiku is present in all great poetry; inspired by
him, the editor of this volume has included lines
from such poets as Wordsworth, Keats,
Tennyson, Thoreau, and Hopkins, presented
here in haiku form. Following them are haiku
and haiku-influenced poems of the twentieth
century–from Ezra Pound’s “In a Station of the
Metro” to William Carlos Williams’s “Prelude to
Winter,” and from the irreverence of Jack
Kerouac to the lyricism of Langston Hughes. The
result is a collection as compact, dynamic, and
scintillating as the form itself.
Jabberwocky and Other Nonsense - Lewis
Carroll 2012-09-06
The first collected and annotated edition of
Carroll's brilliant, witty poems, edited by Gillian
Beer. 'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves / Did
gyre and gimble in the wabe...' wrote Lewis

Sense and Sensibility - Jane Austen 2011-10-25
Part of Penguin's beautiful hardback Clothbound
Classics series, designed by the award-winning
Coralie Bickford-Smith, these delectable and
collectible editions are bound in high-quality
colourful, tactile cloth with foil stamped into the
design. Marianne Dashwood wears her heart on
her sleeve, and when she falls in love with the
dashing but unsuitable John Willoughby she
ignores her sister Elinor's warning that her
impulsive behaviour leaves her open to gossip
and innuendo. Meanwhile Elinor, always
sensitive to social convention, is struggling to
conceal her own romantic disappointment, even
from those closest to her. Through their parallel
experience of love - and its threatened loss - the
sisters learn that sense must mix with sensibility
if they are to find personal happiness in a society
where status and money govern the rules of
love.
2020 Collector Car Price Guide - Old Cars
Report Price Guide Editors 2019-07-02
Car values fluctuate wildly, never more so than
in our current economic environment. Pricing
information is a must for collectors, restorers,
buyers, sellers, insurance agents and a myriad of
others who rely on reliable authoritative data.
With well over 300,000 listings for domestic cars
and light trucks, and various import vehicles
manufactured between 1901 and 2012, this is
the most thorough price guide on the market.
This invaluable reference is for the serious car
collector as well as anyone who wants to know
the value of a collector car they are looking to
buy or sell. Prices in this must-have reference
reflect the latest values, in up to six grades of
condition, from the esteemed Old Cars Price
Guide database. New information for the most
recent model year will also be added to our new
Old Car Report database.
Tales from 1,001 Nights - 2010-10-28
Every night for three years the vengeful King
Shahriyar sleeps with a different virgin,
executing her next morning. To end this brutal
pattern and to save her own life, the vizier's
daughter, Shahrazad, begins to tell the king
the-iliad-penguin-clothbound-classics
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Carroll in his wonderfully playful poem of
nonsense verse, 'Jabberwocky'. This new edition
collects together the marvellous range of
Carroll's poetry, including nonsense verse,
parodies, burlesques, and more. Alongside the
title piece are such enduringly wonderful pieces
as 'The Walrus and the Carpenter', 'The Mock
Turtle's Song', 'Father William' and many more.
This edition also includes notes, a chronology
and an introduction by Gillian Beer that
discusses Carroll's love of puzzles and wordplay
and the relationship of his poetry with the Alice
books 'Opening at random Gillian Beer's new
edition of Lewis Carroll's poems, Jabberwocky
and Other Nonsense, guarantees a pleasurable
experience - not all of it nonsensical' - Times
Literary Supplement Lewis Carroll was the penname of the Reverend Charles Lutwidge
Dodgson. Born in 1832, he was educated at
Rugby School and Christ Church, Oxford, where
he was appointed lecturer in mathematics in
1855, and where he spent the rest of his life. In
1861 he took deacon's orders, but shyness and a
stammer prevented him from seeking the
priesthood. His most famous works, Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland (1865) and Through
the Looking-Glass (1872), were originally written
for Alice Liddell, the daughter of the Dean of his
college. Charles Dodgson died of bronchitis in
1898. Gillian Beer is King Edward VII Professor
Emeritus of English at the University of
Cambridge and past President of Clare Hall
College. She is a Fellow of the British Academy
and of the Royal Society of Literature. Among
her works are Darwin's Plots (1983; third
edition, 2009), George Eliot (1986), Arguing with
the Past: Essays in Narrative from Woolf to
Sidney (1989), Open Fields: Science in Cultural
Encounter (1996) and Virginia Woolf: The
Common Ground (1996).
Metamorphoses - Ovid 1960-01-22
The Metamorphoses of Ovid offers to the modern
world such a key to the literary and religious
culture of the ancients that it becomes an
important event when at last a good poet comes
up with a translation into English verse." —John
Crowe Ransom ... a charming and expert English
version, which is right in tone for the
Metamorphoses."—Francis Fergusson This new
Ovid, fresh and faithful, is right for our time and
should help to restore a great reputation."
the-iliad-penguin-clothbound-classics

—Mark Van Doren The first and still the best
modern verse translation of the Metamorphoses,
Humphries’ version of Ovid’s masterpiece
captures its wit, merriment, and sophistication.
Everyone will enjoy this first modern translation
by an American poet of Ovid’s great work, the
major treasury of classical mythology, which has
perennially stimulated the minds of men. In this
lively rendering there are no stock props of the
pastoral and no literary landscaping, but real
food on the table and sometimes real blood on
the ground. Not only is Ovid’s Metamorphoses a
collection of all the myths of the time of the
Roman poet as he knew them, but the book
presents at the same time a series of love
poems—about the loves of men, women, and the
gods. There are also poems of hate, to give the
proper shading to the narrative. And pervading
all is the writer’s love for this earth, its people,
its phenomena. Using ten-beat, unrhymed lines
in his translation, Rolfe Humphries shows a
definite kinship for Ovid’s swift and colloquial
language and Humphries’ whole poetic manner
is in tune with the wit and sophistication of the
Roman poet.
The Mahabharata - John D. Smith 2009-07-28
"A new selection from the national epic of India.
Originally composed in Sanskrit sometime
between 400 BC and 400 AD, The Mahabharata-with one hundred thousand stanzas of verse--is
one of the longest poems in existence. At the
heart of the saga is a conflict between two
branches of a royal family whose feud
culminates in a titanic eighteen-day battle.
Exploring such timeless subjects as dharma
(duty), artha (purpose), and kama (pleasure) in a
mythic world of warfare, magic, and beauty, this
is a magnificent and legendary Hindu text of
immense importance to the culture of the Indian
subcontinent."--Publisher's description.
Les Miserables - Victor Hugo 2015-02-24
The first new Penguin Classics translation in
forty years of Victor Hugo’s masterpiece, the
subject of The Novel of the Century by David
Bellos—published in a stunning Deluxe edition.
Winner of the French-American Foundation &
Florence Gould Foundation’s 29th Annual
Translation Prize in Fiction. The subject of the
world’s longest-running musical and the awardwinning film, Les Misérables is a genuine
literary treasure. Victor Hugo’s tale of injustice,
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heroism, and love follows the fortunes of Jean
Valjean, an escaped convict determined to put
his criminal past behind him, and has been a
perennial favorite since it first appeared over
150 years ago. This exciting new translation with
Jillian Tamaki’s brilliant cover art will be a gift
both to readers who have already fallen for its
timeless story and to new readers discovering it
for the first time. For more than seventy years,
Penguin has been the leading publisher of
classic literature in the English-speaking world.
With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics
represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions
and notes by distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
The Penguin Book of Romantic Poetry - Jonathan
Wordsworth 2005-05-26
The Romanticism that emerged after the
American and French revolutions of 1776 and
1789 represented a new flowering of the
imagination and the spirit, and a celebration of
the soul of humanity with its capacity for love.
This extraordinary collection sets the
acknowledged genius of poems such as Blake's
'Tyger', Coleridge's 'Khubla Khan' and Shelley's
'Ozymandias' alongside verse from less familiar
figures and women poets such as Charlotte
Smith and Mary Robinson. We also see familiar
poets in an unaccustomed light, as Blake,
Wordsworth and Shelley demonstrate their
comic skills, while Coleridge, Keats and Clare
explore the Gothic and surreal.
The Odyssey - Homer 2010-03-10
Part of Penguin's beautiful hardback Clothbound
Classics series, designed by the award-winning
Coralie Bickford-Smith, these delectable and
collectible editions are bound in high-quality
colourful, tactile cloth with foil stamped into the
design. The epic tale of Odysseus and his tenyear journey home after the Trojan War forms
one of the earliest and greatest works of
Western literature. Confronted by natural and
supernatural threats - shipwrecks, battles,
monsters and the implacable enmity of the seagod Poseidon - Odysseus must use his wit and
native cunning if he is to reach his homeland
safely and overcome the obstacles that, even
the-iliad-penguin-clothbound-classics

there, await him.
The Iliad - Homer 2015-11-24
Part of Penguin’s beautiful hardcover
Clothbound Classics series, designed by the
award-winning Coralie Bickford-Smith, these
delectable and collectible editions are bound in
high-quality, tactile cloth with foil stamped into
the design. The Iliad is the first and the greatest
literary achievement of Greek civilization—the
cornerstone of Western culture and an epic
poem without rival in world literature. The story
centers on the critical events in the last year of
the Trojan War, which lead to Achilleus’s killing
of Hektor and the fall of Troy. But Homer's
theme is not simply war or heroism. With
compassion and humanity, he presents a
universal and tragic view of the world: human
life lived under the shadow of suffering and
death set against a vast and largely unpitying
divine background. This edition presents
Penguin Classics founder E. V. Rieu's lively
translation of Homer’s great epic.
Anna Karenina. A Novel in Eight Parts - Leo
Tolstoy 2021-02-09
"Anna Karenina" by Leo Tolstoy in Russian.
Tales from 1001 Nights - 1988
This book has previously appeared entitled Tales
from the Arabian Nights.
The Iliad - Homer, 2011-09-08
New translation of Homer's epic poem.
For the Most Beautiful: A Novel of the
Women of Troy - Emily Hauser 2017-01-10
The hidden tale of the Trojan War: a novel full of
passion and revenge, bravery and sacrifice, now
is the time for the women of Troy to tell their
story. Three thousand years ago a war took
place where legends were born: Achilles, the
greatest of the Greeks, and Hector, prince of
Troy. Both men were made and destroyed by the
war that shook the foundations of the ancient
world. But what if there was more to the tale of
these heroes than we know? How would the
Trojan War have looked as seen through the
eyes of its women? Krisayis, the ambitious,
determined daughter of the High Priest of Troy,
and Briseis, loyal and passionate princess of
Pedasus, interweave their tales alongside
Homer’s classic story of the rage of Achilles and
the gods of Olympus. What follows is a
breathtaking tale of love and revenge, destiny
and the determination, as these two brave
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women, the heroes of the Trojan War, and the
gods themselves come face to face in an epic
battle that will decide the fate of Troy. A glorious
debut full of passion and revenge, loyalty and
betrayal, Emily Hauser breathes exhilarating
new life into one of history's greatest legends.
Grimm Tales - Philip Pullman 2020-10
In this stunningly designed book of classic fairy
tales, award-winning author Philip Pullman has
chosen his fifty favourite stories from the
Brothers Grimm and presents them in a 'clear as
water' retelling, in his unique and brilliant voice.
These new versions show the adventures at their
most lucid and engaging yet. Pullman's Grimm
Tales of wicked wives, brave children and
villainous kings will have you reading, reading
aloud and rereading them for many years to
come.
The Odyssey of Homer - 1868

Manfred seeks easy answers in "Dirty Bird" (Old
Crow whiskey) and in moving on. He moves to
Omaha with hopes of better opportunities as a
blue-collar worker, but the blues in his soul and
the dreams in his mind keep bringing him back
to face himself. After a nightmarish descent into
his own depths, Manfred emerges with fresh
awareness and possibility. Through Manfred, we
witness and experience the process by which
modern American English has been vitalized and
strengthened by the poetry and the poignancy of
the African-American experience. As Manfred
struggles with the oppressive constraints of
society and his private turmoil, his rich inner
voice resonates with the blues.
The Odyssey - Homer 2020-04-10
Homer is known to have authored the first
known literature of Europe. Homer's epic
chronicle of the Greek hero Odysseus’ journey
home from the Trojan War has inspired writers
from Virgil to James Joyce. Odysseus survives
storm and shipwreck, the cave of the Cyclops
and the isle of Circe, the lure of the Sirens’ song
and a trip to the Underworld, only to find his
most difficult challenge at home, where
treacherous suitors seek to steal his kingdom
and his loyal wife. With real poetic power… his
book is one no lover of living poetry should miss.
—The New York Times
Homer's Iliad - Professor of French History Peter
Jones, PH D 2003-06-27
The purpose of this new line-by-line commentary
is to help as wide an audience as possible to
understand and appreciate the poem through
the best of recent scholarship on the man and
his work.

Dirty Bird Blues - Clarence Major 2022-02-08
A quietly influential force in African American
literature and art, Clarence Major makes his
Penguin Classics debut with the twenty-fifthanniversary edition of Dirty Bird Blues The PRH
Audio book of Dirty Bird Blues by Clarence
Major won a 2022 EARPHONE AWARD.
Narrated by Dion Graham. A Penguin Classic Set
in post-World War II Chicago and Omaha, the
novel features Manfred Banks, a young,
harmonica-blowing blues singer who is always
writing music in his head. Torn between his
friendships with fellow musicians and nightclub
life and his responsibilities to his wife and child,
along with the pressures of dealing with a racist
America that assaults him at every turn,

the-iliad-penguin-clothbound-classics
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